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Introduction to Yarnspec 

Yarnspec can be used as a quality control tool because it has the ability to predict for your 
actual conditions rather than generalities. Yarnspec takes into account the fibre properties 
of the top and your spinning parameters to predict yarn quality and spinning performance. 
The Uster Statistics are based on the statistical analysis of various yarn qualities world 
wide. This provides a quality benchmark for your yarns. 

Introduction 

The spinner demands that a top meet what can be a long list of technical specifications as 
well as a price. These are designed to ensure the top will perform as expected in the 
spinning mill and also downstream in weaving, knitting and fabric making. Some top 
attributes, such as quality of scouring and combing, and suitable lubricant and anti-static 
agents, are difficult to determine from measurements of the top. Therefore, mills will 
usually liaise closely with a few selected suppliers who reliably supply to the mill’s 
requirements. A few attributes such as dark fibre and contaminant levels can affect the 
suitability of the top downstream of spinning, although they do not directly impact on 
spinning performance. Finally, there are the fibre properties, particularly diameter and 
length, which are so important to spinning performance that allowed limits are chosen 
according to the yarn being spun. 

Spinning performance and subsequent yarn performance are critical because both spinning 
and weaving typically cost three to four times as much as all of topmaking. Yarn breaks are 
so expensive in terms of labour cost and lost productivity that it is common for less than 
one break every 40 kilometres to be allowed (1). For a fine yarn being produced at one 
kilometre per hour per spindle (1 km/hr/spindle) this equates to a maximum of 50 ends-
down per thousand spindle hours. 

To improve the predictability of wool processing performance CSIRO has introduced a 
yarn and spinning prediction program, Sirolan-Yarnspec. The program aims to predict what 
a good modern mill can expect to achieve using a particular wool top for a given yarn under 
specified spinning conditions. This is a powerful and necessary tool for a closed quality 
control system that enables ongoing improvement and reduces error margins on cost and 
performance. 

Sirolan-Yarnspec incorporates theory and algorithms derived from fits to experimental 
data. However, theory shows that all mills run up against the same limits so that expected 
yarn properties can be predicted without the need for a mill-dependent correction factor 
(once measurement systems are uniformly calibrated). 

Currently, Yarnspec only applies to pure wool worsted yarns. It was originally developed 
for ecru weaving yarns and for these it has been most extensively validated. However, it is 
designed to handle the full range of dyed and un-dyed worsted knitting and weaving yarns. 
It is known to have problems with, for example, shrink proofed wools because they may 
have been subjected to different levels of chlorination and different amounts of polymer, 
both of which affect yarn strength. Yarnspec is now entering a phase of commercial mill 
validation in conjunction with Sirolan-Tensor (2), an instrument for improved measurement 
of fibre strength of tops. 

The role of Yarnspec 

Yarnspec is based on the premise that ‘best commercial practice’, in terms of spinning 
performance and yarn quality is indeed predictable. It assumes that the wool top has been 
scoured and combed to appropriate standards and seeks to quantify the effect of wool fibre 
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properties of the top on spinning performance. For a good spinner who always processes 
identical lots it may therefore have limited relevance. However, for one less skilled in the 
art or with more varied tops and yarns, it can answer several questions, for example: 

• Is this particular top suitable for this yarn? 

• Is the quality of this yarn as expected? 

It thus enables a mill to benchmark its performance. (There are no mill-dependent 
correction factors in Yarnspec). Possible areas for mill improvement can be identified and 
the quality control circle can be completed. 

Yarnspec also enables the effect of different fibre properties to be explored so that one 
property can be traded off against another; for example, diameter against Hauteur. In this 
way a mill can explore whether different top specifications may meet its needs at a cheaper 
price. In this respect, the following are some of the key messages of Yarnspec: 

• Mean diameter is overwhelmingly the most important top fibre property, as is 
already reflected in the price differentials and mill specifications. 

• Mean fibre length is the next most important and 10 mm of Hauteur can be traded off 
against 1 µm in mean diameter in terms of its effect on yarn tenacity and ends-down 
in spinning. As will be discussed, this had led us to question whether long tops are 
undervalued. For evenness, about 25 mm trades off against 1 µm. Neither trade-off 
applies to fabric handle because fibre diameter, rather than tenacity and evenness, 
affects stiffness and softness. 

• The importance of fibre length distribution CVH, on yarn properties and spinning 
performance, is over-rated. 

• The importance of diameter distribution CVD is as expected, with approximately. 5% 
in CVD trading-off against 1 µm. 

• Fibre strength is possibly the third most important factor, but a better knowledge of 
how widely it varies in consignments is needed. 

These messages are not meant to imply that, for particular end-uses other attributes such as 
dark fibre, contaminants, colour and even neps are unimportant but, in general, they do not 
directly affect spinning performance. 

Predictions 

The above know-how has been incorporated into a series of prediction algorithms within a 
user-friendly computer program (Sirolan-Yarnspec). The algorithms are being further 
refined in light of experience in our mill, and industrial validation trials are now beginning. 
The degree of accuracy depends not only on the quality of the algorithms but on the 
measurement accuracy, particularly in terms of reproducibility between different test 
instruments, and sufficient sampling. An example of the program print-out is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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SIROLAN – Yarnspec 
CSIRO Textile and Fibre Technology 

Mill : Geelong 
Yarn code : Date : Fri Jul 28 2006 
Description : 

Wool properties 
 Wool Lot : CSIRO TFT Description : Solospun Yarn 
 Fibre Diameter : 20.7 micron CV (D) : 2 0.8%   Curvature :    57.80°/mm 
 Hauteur : 93.5 mm CV (H) :  46.0%   %<30 mm:7.0 
 Fibre Tenacity : 10.51 cN/tex Tensor Calibration Factor : 1.0000 
 Shrinkproofed : no Dyed : no     Backwashed: no 

Processing details 
 Spinning Draft   :   19.6 Ring Size (mm)     :   55 
 Spinning (rpm)  :   9000 Traveller Number  :   23.0 
 Re-combed   :   no Traveller Wt  (mg) :   112.0 

Yarn properties 
 Singles 
 Tex    :   40.16 Nm   :   24.9 
 Twist  :   429 t.p.m. Metric twist factor   :    86.0 

  Predicted Measured 

Singles 
 Fibres :   87 

 Evenness 
 I :   1.13 
 CV  % :   13.1 
 U  % :   10.5 
 Thin places  /  km :   7 
 Thick places  /  km :   1 
 Neps  /  km :   11 
 Hairiness :   5.12 
Tenacity  (cN/tex)  
 @5.0  m/min :   8.03 
 @  5 m/min :   8.03 
Elongation  % 
 @5.0  m/min :   22.4 
 @  5 m/min :   22.4 
Breaking Load (gF) 
 @5.0  m/min :   329.1 
 @  5 m/min :   329.1 
Ends-down / 1000 sp. hr. :   6 

Comments : 

Program version : 5.2 
Figure 1: Example of print-out from prediction program. 
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The program provides an interface for the entry of data on top properties of one or several 
wools, the yarn parameters and the processing conditions. The yarn evenness and the thin 
and thick places, as measured by the evenness tester, the yarn tenacity and elongation at 
two test speeds and the ends-down in spinning are predicted. The two-fold yarn evenness 
and strength properties are also predicted. Neps are not yet predicted. They appear to 
depend markedly on the quality and number of combings and the proper application of both 
lubricant and anti-static agent. 

A plot of predicted versus measured yarn evenness for a range of wools that varied in 
diameter from 17.8 to 25.5 µm, in Hauteur from 56 to 96 mm, and in CVD from 16 to 27%, 
is shown in Figure 2. The predicted versus measured yarn tenacity for wools whose bundle 
strength has been measured using the improved instrument and method (2) are shown in 
Figure 3. However, the yarns all had approximately the same metric twist factor (α = 90) 
and none were dyed or shrink proofed. 
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Figure 2: Predicted versus measured yarn evenness. 
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Figure 3: Predicted versus measured yarn tenacity. 
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The predicted versus measured ends-down for all available lots processed through the 
CSIRO mill, on two different spinning frames, are shown in Figure 4. The agreement is not 
perfect, but encouraging. We now need more extensive data from commercial mills to test 
the limitations of the predictions and to give mills confidence that our messages on the 
relative importance of fibre properties are correct. 

To illustrate the trade-offs evident in our data, some of the Yarnspec (Version 2.30) 
predictions for yarn evenness and ends-down are presented below. The exact trade-off will 
vary according to the actual yarn and spinning conditions and other fibre properties, but the 
examples used are fairly representative for a medium to fine weaving yarn. The yarn 
evenness (CV%) and ends-down in spinning of such a yarn are shown as a function of fibre 
diameter in Table 1. 
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Figure 4: Predicted versus measured ends-down per thousand spindle hours. 

Diameter µm 20 21 22 23 24 

No. of fibres 46 42 38 35 32 

CV% (evenness) 18.7 19.5 20.4 21.2 22.1 

Ends-down/1000 sp. hrs. 15 26 49 98 215 

(Using: Nm 50, 20 Tex, 636 tpm, CVD=23%, H=70 mm, fibre tenacity = 11.12cN/tex, re-
combed, spun at 9 000 rpm with #27 traveller on 55 mm rings.) 

Table 1: Yarn evenness (CV%) and ends-down in spinning as a function of fibre diameter. 

The spinning performance varies very rapidly with mean diameter. Forty to 50 ends-down 
per 1000 spindle hours is about what is just commercially acceptable in high labour cost 
countries such as the USA, Japan and Europe. So, for the middle wool with a mean fibre 
diameter of 22 µm, the effect of CVD is shown in Table 2. 
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CVD% 18 20.5 23 25.5 28 

CV% (evenness) 19.5 19.9 20.4 20.9 21.5 

Ends-down/1000 sp. hr. 26 35 49 72 112 

Table 2: Effect of CVD on yarn evenness (CV%) and ends-down in spinning. 

The extremes, which are about the extremes observed in sale lots, show an effect of roughly 
that which would be achieved by a shift of 1 µm in mean diameter. However, a mill is 
unlikely to encounter values outside the range of 20.5 to 25.5% in a consignment of 22 µm 
wool, unless wools of grossly different diameter have been blended together. 

The effect of Hauteur is illustrated in Table 3 for the yarn of Tables 1 and 2 with D=22 µm 
and CVD=23%. 

Hauteur mm 50 60 70 80 90 

CV% (evenness) 21.1 20.7 20.4 20.0 19.7 

Ends-down/1000 sp. hr. 228 92 49 29 19 

Table 3: Effect of Hauteur on yarn evenness (CV%) and ends-down in spinning. 

Longer fibres lead to slightly more even and significantly stronger yarns and so to 
substantially fewer ends-down in spinning. 

For the wool and yarn of Tables 1, 2 and 3 with D=22 µm, CVD=23% and H=70 mm, the 
effect on ends-down of 10% changes in bundle tenacity is shown in Table 4. The evenness 
is not shown because it is unaffected by bundle tenacity. 

Bundle Tenacity cN/Tex  9 10 11.12 12.24 

Ends-down/1000 sp. hr.  123 73 49 37 

Table 4: Effect of bundle tenacity on ends-down in spinning. 

Comparison with Tables 2 and 3 indicates that a 10% change in bundle tenacity (BT) has a 
similar effect to a 6 mm change in Hauteur or a change of 2.5 in CVD% (other simulations 
give a trade-off of up to about 9 mm per 10% change in BT). The range of BT in 
commercial consignments has not been well studied but, for constant fibre diameter, we 
would not expect the range to normally exceed +/- 10%. However, it seems likely that BT 
of wool can be lower if sheep are stressed (disease, nutrition or environment) or if the fibres 
are damaged by a chemical treatment (including dyeing and shrink proofing). From the 
above considerations we rate the fibre properties in order of importance, in terms of their 
effect on spinning, as D, H, BT and CVD. 

It is important to realise that we are not, therefore, recommending to spinners that a 
specification for a 22.2 µm wool should have, for example, H > 95 mm, BT > 11.5 cN/Tex 
and CVD < 18%. Such a specification would be absurd; although one such wool top has 
been produced (47). Instead, the improved knowledge of the relative importance of the 
various fibre properties should allow the topmaker and spinner to optimise the top purchase 
for the desired product and performance. To take an extreme example, the above top might 
be offered to a customer in place of a 19.5 µm, H=65 mm top with BT=10 cN/Tex and 
CVD=23%, for use in a 17.9 Tex (Nm56) yarn to be two-folded and woven. Yarnspec 
would predict the singles yarn properties and spinning performance shown in Table 5. 
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Top Diam. 

(µm) 

CV-D 
(%) 

Hauteur 
(mm) 

Bundle 
tenacity 
(cN/Tex) 

Yarn 
evenness 
(%) 

Yarn 
tenacity 
(cN/Tex) 

Elong
. (%) 

Ends-
down per 
1000 sp. 
hrs. 

A 19.5 23 65 10.0 19.4 6.19 10.7 47 

B 22.2 18 95 11.5 9.8 6.78 17.7 21 

(Assuming: both tops are re-combed and spun at 673 tpm on 48 mm rings at 10 000 rpm 
using traveller #28.) 

Table 5: Yarnspec predicted singles yarn properties and spinning performance. 

The long Hauteur top could also be spun at a lower twist, which would give higher 
production in spinning and improved fabric handle that might go some way towards 
compensating for the softer handle of the finer wool. 

Conclusion 

Sirolan-Yarnspec is a quality control tool, which should enable the spinner to more reliably 
predict yarn properties and spinning performance. The predictions apply only to pure wool 
worsted yarns and now need extensive validation and ongoing refinement in the light of 
industrial trials. The predictions take yarn properties into account and provide a simple 
means of testing possible trade-offs between mean fibre diameter, diameter distribution, 
length and strength. This new tool should improve the communication between the top 
maker and spinner and allow the more careful tailoring of the top properties and price 
optimisation to best meet the spinner’s needs. 
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Questions 

1. What is the main determinant of the price of Australian wool? 

a. Fibre length 

b. Fibre strength 

c. Fibre diameter 

d. Curvature 

2. What is Sirolan-Yarnspec? 

3. For a yarn where the count and twist remain constant and all fibre properties except 
fibre diameter are kept constant, what is the effect on spinning performance of 
increasing fibre diameter? 

4. From the work conducted in developing Sirolan-Yarnspec, in order of importance, 
what are the two most important fibre properties in spinning wool worsted yarns? 


